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Independent
directors: a value
proposition
Laura Knox, of Harbour Financial Services, considers the merits of
independent directors
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LAURA KNOX CLINGERMAN is head of director services at Harbour Financial Services
Limited, affiliated with Wakefield Quin, where she oversees how governance
and oversight are delivered to its Bermuda and international client base. She is
a chartered accountant and began working in the funds industry in the Cayman
Islands in 2004.
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When the going gets tough
Because independent directors typically sit on a breadth of corporate
boards, they bring invaluable perspective drawn from their experience guiding funds through complete life cycles. This insight can be
extremely valuable in the event that
difficult or unexpected circumstances, like liquidity crunches or a high
level of redemptions, arise. The directors will be familiar with all of the
tools available to the fund (including
gating, suspension, side pockets, in
specie distribution) and what considerations are required in deciding if
and how to deploy them. The guidance from these directors can be the
difference between preservation of a
fund’s value and a lengthy, litigious
end resulting in total losses.

Third-party views
Potential investors want to be confident an objective perspective is
in place if, for example, non-armslength transactions are permitted
and being considered by a company. Independent directors are wellpositioned to provide this perspective and can strengthen a company’s
search for new capital sources. An
independent director adds a level of
oversight which is positively considered by external auditors and by regulatory bodies.
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TRUSTED. FLEXIBLE. RESPONSIVE.

These are the qualities we consider vital in
serving our clients.
Wakeﬁeld Quin

is an established and trusted legal advisor
to local and international clients on complex Bermuda matters
including banking and investment funds, corporate, real estate,
restructuring, trust, private client, and litigation.

Harbour
Financial
Services

Our full range of service companies include corporate secretarial,
accounting, trust management, independent directors, and fund
administration. Our breadth of experience ensures we can be
ﬂexible in working with our clients to provide solutions.
Our group is highly responsive, committed to understanding the
precise needs of our clients and delivering timely, practical, and
cost effective results.

Victoria Place, 31 Victoria Street
Hamilton HM 11, Bermuda

We look forward to putting our qualities to work for you.

fundadmin@wq.bm

TEL. +1 441 494 4000

